**NEW PRODUCTS**

**McCanse offers new Heftee lift**

McCanse Engineering, Inc. offers the new Heftee XL3600 Service Lift for easy and safe, complete service access to a wide array of vehicles and machines. The Heftee lifts machines up to 87-inches wide and 3,600 pounds 6 feet high quickly and easily. Other features include:

• Forks and reversible wheel cups adjust easily without tools for underside access to mid-mounted mowers and with a clear floor area.

• Dual safety systems of gravity locks and restricted oil flow plus load testing at 16,000 pounds provide unequalled protection against dropping.

• Patented unique attachments for easy lifting of axles, engines, front floating decks, walk behind mowers, snowmobiles, etc. while on the lift.

• New flexible in-house rental plans and ownership options with no obligation, very low-cost, simple, cancelable at any time and a complete satisfaction guarantee.

For more information and/or a free video, call 1-800-755-7540.
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**Genesis now offered in Windows 3.1**

Legacy Golf Irrigation has announced it has released new Windows versions of its powerful, PC-based Genesis Central system. With its intuitive, point-and-click user interface, the new Windows versions make the Genesis Central system faster and even easier to use, according to David Truttman, Legacy's vice president of sales & marketing. Further, under Windows, Genesis can now run in the background, allowing the PC to process other tasks simultaneously.

Previously available only for DOS 3.0, Genesis Central combines simple operation with sophisticated two-way communications capabilities and maximum system flexibility (up to 99 systems controlling 999 satellites). For more information, contact Terrie Yale at Legacy, 209-275-0298.
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**CableMate offers fault detection**

Advanced Electronic Applications' new CableMate Cable Fault Detector quickly and accurately locates faults in coaxial and two-wire cables. CableMate graphically indicates the severity of faults and the distance from you to the fault. The distance is displayed numerically in feet (16 to 1,000) or meters.

How does this instrument apply to golf course maintenance personnel? CableMate can be used to locate a break in the cable connecting the solenoid valves in your sprinkler system. Use CableMate to determine exactly where to dig and find a corroded splice or other cable damage. Damage to the grounds is kept to a minimum, and repair proceeds quickly.

The unit can easily be held in the hand and is battery powered. For more information, call 206-774-5554 between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. (Pacific) weekdays, or visit the firm's web site at http://www.aeainc.com.
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**Excelsior unveils EnviroGrid EC**

American Excelsior Co., the manufacturer and supplier of Curlex erosion control blankets, now offers EnviroGrid EC, a high-density polyethylene plastic cellular confinement system for erosion-control applications.

A lightweight, expandable, three-dimensional confinement system, EnviroGrid EC creates an economical, three-dimensional erosion barrier or structural foundation. Erosion control applications include protection and stabilization of steep slope surfaces; protective linings of channels and hydraulic structures; static and dynamic load support on weak subgrade soils; and multi-layered earth-retaining and water-retaining gravity structures.

For more information, contact: Steve Walker at American Excelsior Co. at 817-640-1555, 800-777-SOIL; or fax 817-649-7816.
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**Twin-engine seeder**

The HTI 750 Twin, new from Hydro Turf, Inc. is a twin engine pumping system capable of seeding 10,000 square feet per hour of operation. With one engine (9 hp) providing full-time sparger agitation, a second engine (5 hp) provides the high-pressure discharge power for effective spraying of up to 300 feet. With a 2-inch back-fill kit and quick couplers for rapid water fill, the unit is equipped with a 16-inch fill well and a mulch bale chute for fast, easy loading.

For more information contact Ralph Menning, president of Hydro Turf, Inc. at 612-452-6749.
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**FOR MAXIMUM PROTECTION FROM STRESS...**

**MACRO-SORB® CAN MAKE THE DIFFERENCE!!!**

**W**ether it's excessive cold or heat, drought or too much rain, pests and disease, less than optimum soil conditions, or just too many rounds of golf — you need healthy turf to withstand the stress caused by these and many other adverse conditions.

Macro-Sorb® is an amino acid based, nutraceutical plant biostimulant that provides maximum resistance to adverse conditions by maintaining the photosynthetic activity which normally slows down during periods of stress.

The action of the amino acids stimulates the natural processes of the plant causing improved nutrient absorption and increased availability of the managing micro nutrients. By providing the same L-form amino acids a plant normally produces, Macro-Sorb® helps the plant retain the vital energy it needs to sustain growth while fighting the effects of adverse conditions.

Macro-Sorb® — a true systemic...it's new...it's unique...and nothing else works quite like it!

Macro-Sorb® truly can make the difference.

Geoffrey R. Blind
Golf Course Superintendent
Hilandale Country Club
Phoenix, Maryland

Call 1-800-925-5187 for more information.
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